Back Talking
No, I am not referring to what I may or may not have done as a teenager (back in
the day when I knew everything…)
Let’s talk about the back of your quilt. You have spent hours, days, months, maybe
years working on this project. You are ready to hand it off to your long arm
quilter. Here are some ways to make sure that it goes smoothly.
Make sure your backing is square. I don’t mean 65x65. I mean that the edges are
straight and that when it is folded in half, it doesn’t look like a diamond. Sounds
easy, right? Not always. Be especially alert when using wide backing. The fabric
does not always roll on the bolt straight. Sometimes, fabric stores prefer to rip
wide backing rather than cutting it. Both of these can cause a wide backing to be a
parallelogram rather than square. To see if you have a square piece of fabric, use
the straightest edge – usually the one with the selvage. Fold the selvage against
itself and see if the other edges line up. They should. If they don’t, then your fabric
is not square.
I prefer to start loading a quilt with a selvaged edge if there is one. This is the
straightest edge and it affects the rest of how the backing goes onto the frame. If
the backing is square, it should go onto the roller smoothly.

This wide backing measured 82 ½ inches on both ends
The straightest edge – the selvage – was used to start
the loading. As you can see, the backing was not square.
That makes loading it onto the frame, well, tricky.

Many projects have pieced backing. There are ways to make this work more
smoothly as well.

When you are piecing your backing, sew the two selvages
together with a wider than normal seam. (I use ½ or ¾.)
Then, cut off the selvaged edge. It will not wash and wear the
same as the rest of the quilt and will cause issues over time.

That being said, I personally prefer that
the remaining selvages be left on the outside edges of the backing because then I
have a nice straight edge for loading onto the frame!
Press that seam open! The neater the back the neater
the quilt. (The same, of course, goes for the top! Trim
and press!)

Let’s talk seam orientation. Backing loads better when the seam is horizontal
rather than vertical. Vertical seams are not impossible, but over the length of the
quilt, the backing on either side of the seam are more full. And why wouldn’t they

be? There is one layer of fabric there when on the seam there is double that.

Not the preferred method

Preferred Method

See how that starts to build up?

The preferred method is

horizontal. You end up with one uniform thickness across the entire back.
As you can see from the pictures, the backing is attached using those red plastic
“snaps”. (At least in my studio – other long arm quilters may use other methods.)

The sides are then held with clamps.
So, how much extra fabric do you need for the backing? I hate math, so I use the
easiest method I can find – take the size of your quilt top and add 10 inches to
the length and another 10 inches to the width. So, for a 72 x 86 quilt top, the
back should be 82 x 96. Add 10. And your head won’t explode!

Creativity is also a possibility when doing the backing.

This quilter used a totally different
color set and design for the backing of her quilt. Just remember that the design for
the top will be the design on the back (kind of goes without saying, but…) and
thread colors could be a point of discussion as well. I love creativity and have no
issue with pieced backs – just remember that the more you piece the less square it
may become and while I try to center things and keep them straight on the back
my primary focus will be the top. Don’t be surprised if a pieced backing is a little
askew. (great word, right?)

That was a lot to take in so here is the checklist version:
ü Add 10 inches (to both the length and width)
ü Square your backing
ü Horizontal seams
ü Trim selvages on seams (not on edges)
ü Press seam open
Happy quilting! I’ve got your back "
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